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 I am grateful for the invitation to speak here at Virginia Theological Seminary and want to thank 

Katherine Wood and all of you for having me.   It’s been several years now since I completed seminary, 

but my feet still haven’t touched the ground.   My time in seminary was precious to me not so much for 

the substance of what I learned, although I loved delving into the musty, strange world of ancient texts 

and traditions, but for the way seminary taught me to think and move in the world –by adopting a moral 

critical lens and seeking to understand systems of domination and the disruptive divine work of 

liberation; by learning to appreciate the prophetic power of language, poetry, ritual; by promoting cross-

cultural understanding in a globalized world through religious encounters – a distinctive approach that 

seeks to understand how others make moral choices on their own terms, within their own deeply-held 

frames of meaning.   It is incredible what takes place within seminary walls.  So I beg you to soak up your 

time here.  Once you get out there it’s easy to become distracted by the mundane or parochial and to 

slip out of that posture of being a student of the mystery that beats at the heart of it all.      

 I have been invited here to speak about the religious peacebuilding activities of the U.S. Institute 

of Peace, where I am a program officer, and in particular the work of women religious peacebuilders.  

This is an appropriate topic for this venue on this day: International Women’s Day, which was 

established in order to recognize the unique contributions women have played in shaping social and 

political life around-the-world.   Women have uniquely contributed to the work of religious 

peacebuilding, in ways that have not always been recognized.    

 First, a word about what is the U.S. Institute of Peace.  USIP was created by an act of Congress 

and signed into law by Ronald Reagan in 1984.  Its creation was the result of a commission established 

by Jimmy Carter during his presidency to explore the possibility of creating a National Peace Academy 

that would train citizens in the practices and processes of resolving violent conflict through nonviolent 

means.   Less known but pertinent to this crowd is the pivotal role that faith-based actors and 

organizations played in the movement that led to the establishment of USIP.   For the past 28 years, 

USIP has worked to prevent violent conflict from breaking out, resolve ongoing conflict, and support 
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post-war reconciliation and stabilization processes that can create sustainable peace.  We do this 

through education, analysis, training, grant-making, and on-the-ground work in conflict zones.  In recent 

years we established an Academy which provides courses in conflict management; all of you would be 

welcome to sign up for these courses.  A number USIP’s programs in-the-field explore thematic issues – 

such as the role of media in conflict zones, rule of law, a gender program, which explores how war 

effects men and women in different ways and the particular priorities and roles women have in 

peacebuilding.  And, finally the Religion and Peacemaking program, where I work.   

 R&P was launched in 2000.  It is the descendent of two research programs that ran in the 1990s.  

These programs explored religious dynamics driving conflicts in places like Sudan, Sri Lanka, 

Israel/Palestine, and the Balkans.  More specifically, they analyzed the destructive role of exclusionary 

forms of religious nationalism in these environments, ideologies that were drawn on by actors to justify 

violations of human rights and discriminatory governance, which in turn drove civil strife and violence.  

Those involved in these projects did not deny the fundamental and root political and economic causes of 

these conflicts – often access to land, jobs, or political decision-making.  But they recognized that, 

particularly when the conflict divide was across religious divides, religion was drawn into the dynamics 

propelling sustained conflict, used to legitimate overt or structural violence, to define the war’s goals, 

and to heighten commitment to the cause amongst the public, decision-makers, and fighters. The USIP 

researchers surmised that in order to bring a sustainable resolution to these conflicts, and reconciliation 

between the warring parties, the religious drivers would need to be engaged and transformed alongside 

the economic and political drivers of conflict.  Inter-religious divides would need to be reduced, religious 

narratives supporting peace, good governance, and nonviolent processes to address injustice amplified, 

and protections for religious freedom and nondiscrimination based on religious identity encoded in law 

and practice.   

The Religion and Peacemaking program was created to put these recommendations into 

practice.  It has sought to strengthen and support the role of religious actors and communities in conflict 

zones to build peace.  We recognized from the start that many faith-based actors and organizations 

were already engaged in peace work around-the-world, but that they often were invisible and not 

receiving support from the major donors and transnational peacebuilding organizations, which tended 

to favor secular organizations.  So we have sought to work locally with organizations already involved in 

religious peacebuilding, to support and strengthen their efforts.   

In implementing projects, we consider how religious resources can be used to support peace 

efforts.  What do we mean by religious resources?  I include the following:  
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 Ideas: Theological resources for conflict analysis and peace: 

i. Shalom/Salaam –religious understandings of peace as about more than the 

absence of violence, but also wholeness, truth, justice (economic, political, 

social), social harmony.  

ii. Religious values in support of peace.   

iii. Teachings in each religious tradition about why conflict arises (examples 

from the historical tradition) and how to create peace.  

 

 Leaders:  Influential “middle-range” civil society actors:  

iv. Clergy as mediators and facilitators, shapers of public opinion and policy, 

leaders of advocacy… (mostly men in much of the world) 

v. Non-clergy (scholars, faith-based organization leaders, etc) 

 

 Institutions:  Formal religious bodies and faith-based organizations.  Drawn on to 

organize and mobilize communities, provide assistance in places where the State or 

outside actors cannot reach, and to network locally, nationally, and trans-nationally.   

 

 Ritual, Symbol, practices 

vi. Religious practices of dispute resolution (shura) 

vii. Symbolic acts to support healing, to make everyday acts of peace sacred 

and meaningful.  

 

We have worked in Nigeria, supporting the efforts of an imam and pastor team of peacemakers 

who seek to build reconciliation between Christian and Muslim communities in areas marked by inter-

communal violence.  In Pakistan, we have worked with Sunni and Shia scholars to create a peace 

curriculum based on Islamic teachings that is being integrated into the madrassa system.    In Sri Lanka, 

we helped establish a network of over 200 Buddhist, Hindu, Muslim and Christian leaders trained and 

supported in reconciliation work.   We also have programs in Colombia, Iraq, Afghanistan, and 

elsewhere.   

 We do this work alongside a growing number of peace organizations seeking to engage religious 

actors and resources.   A true field of religious peacebuilding has emerged in the past several decades, 
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spurred by the events of September 11th, which drove home the influential and unavoidable role of 

religion in politics.   The U.S. Government, for example, has increasingly sought to engage religious 

actors in development and peace, recognizing the work they are already doing to these ends, and as a 

bulwark to violent religious movements.    

 Where do women fit into this emerging field?   This is a pressing question that is increasingly 

asked.  The religious peacebuilding field has faced accusations that it has marginalized women.   Indeed, 

when one reviews religious peacebuilding literature, one finds little mention of women or gender 

dynamics in, and implications of, religious peacebuilding.  The exemplars lifted up are often male figures 

– bishops who have participated in formal peace or reconciliation processes: Bishop Belo in East Timor, 

Desmond Tutu in South Africa, for example.    It is often these senior clerics who are identified as the 

primary sources of leverage for transforming religious behavior and impacting peace at the local and 

national level.  In the practice of religious peacebuilding, this assumption plays out.  When peace 

organizations or foreign governments seek to engage religious actors, they often go first to male clerics, 

who end up comprising the most visible interfaith peace delegations throughout the world.   Women are 

invisible, on first glance.   

 Now, this is not a phenomenon particular to religious peacebuilding.   In much peace work of 

the past decades, women have taken a back seat to men.  From 1992-2009, women constituted only 

2.4% of signatories to peace agreements.    Those who get to the negotiating table are typically those 

who wield guns, leaders of government, armed groups, the security sector,  arenas that are primarily 

(though not exclusively) the purview of men.   Over ten years ago the United Nations passed Security 

Resolution 1325 in recognition of this marginalization of women from traditional peacemaking and 

peacebuilding.   1325 sought to correct the gender imbalance in peacemaking by calling for increased 

efforts to ensure and strengthen women’s participation.  It also affirmed that women suffer particular 

injustices and violence in war – in ways that are different from men -- and that these injustices have not 

historically been addressed.   When women are invited into formal peace processes, the agenda changes 

and expands.    

Returning to religious peacebuilding, then, we can expect that the dominance of male actors 

means that issues effecting women, issues of priority to women, and crucial understandings of conflict 

and community needs that women have as a result of their experiences in wartime, are not as likely to 

be addressed in traditional religious peacebuilding.   There is a compelling need to correct this gender 

imbalance.  The field of religious peacebuilding must heed the call of 1325, better integrating women 

into its work, in order to ensure it benefits women as well as men.    
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But all this is not to say that women-of-faith, like those women not expressly connected to 

religion, are not involved in peacebuilding efforts.  Although women and children suffer violence 

disproportionately in modern warfare, they are not just passive victims; they are incredibly involved in 

building peace.   

 I define women-of-faith for these purposes as women who have important and formative links 

to their religion as a source of inspiration and formation or, more practically, use religious resources as a 

central component in their peace work, and/or work through religious institutions.   This includes 

Catholic and Buddhist nuns, female Qur’anic scholars and jurists, traditionally ordained or commissioned 

women religious leaders, women who lead religious ritual and worship for communities…  as well as 

women who head up faith-based organizations, social service arms of religious bodies, university 

scholars, or work through other religious bodies to advance justice and peace.   Often female religious 

leaders are on the margins of religious institutions, to be sure.  Often their authority is limited in crucial 

ways.  But they exist, and many play important roles as peacebuilders.   Many of you who have worked 

on-the-ground in conflict zones will attest to the fact that women are incredibly active in religious 

communities, and often very involved in peacebuilding activities such as human rights advocacy, 

reconciliation, and trauma-healing, particularly in local communities.    Moreover, many women who are 

involved in peace work through secular arenas often have formative links to their faith.  Take as example 

two of the women who won last year’s Nobel Peace Prize – Leymah Gbowee and Tawakkul Karman.  

Both women, in interviews and autobiographical work, affirm the importance of their religious 

commitments and relationships in propelling and shaping their work.   

What kind of work do we see women-of-faith gravitate to?  Because there is so little 

documentation of women of faith’s work, it’s hard to paint a complete picture.  That said, from 

anecdotes and direct field observation, we see some trends emerge: 

 

1. Cross-boundary work:  Time and again we see women, and particularly women-of-faith, seeking 

to reach across religious, political, ethnic, and other divides in conflict zones to build bridges and 

wider movements.   To some degree, their marginalization from the top of institutional religious 

and political leadership may play a role in facilitating this, rendering them less constrained and 

freer to make moves considered politically or socially risky.  For some, such as Israeli and 

Palestinian mothers or Christian and Muslim women in Liberia, this desire to reach out across 

divides comes as a result of their shared experience as victims of the conflict, “fed up with” the 

suffering imposed on their families and communities by continued violence.  Oftentimes their 
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goal in bridging these divides is as much strategic as it is about relationship-building for 

relationship-building’s sake:  as a group that has less political influence, particularly in an 

environment in which those carrying guns are those with voice, larger coalitions are necessary 

to exert influence and to be heard.   Which segues us into:  

 

2. Advocacy:  Women-of-faith seek to influence political decisionmaking, and because they are 

usually excluded from direct participation in it, advocacy becomes their means to do so.  They 

often advocate on behalf of the community, youth, and women – those suffering the brunt of 

war.  Sometimes this advocacy keeps women’s rights central, but not always.  Again, consider 

Leymah Gbowee and Tawakkul Karman, who led resistance movements – marches, sit-ins, other 

forms of civil disobedience -- to end war or dictatorship.  In Colombia, I work with many religious 

women, especially Catholic nuns, who advocate against corporate powers that profit from 

operating in the chaos of war.  Women, and women-of-faith in particular, often seek to draw 

various groups – particularly disempowered or minority groups -- together in order to front an 

effective resistance to powers propelling violence.   

 

3. Psycho-social and spiritual support to survivors: Women-of-faith seem particularly drawn to 

providing psycho-social care to victims in conflict zones, particularly male and female victims of 

sexual violence in war, who may not feel comfortable going to men for support, and to child 

soldiers seeking to reintegrate into communities.   One example of how this issue of primary 

concern to women religious peacebuilders can influence institutional agendas when they are in 

positions of decision-making is Sister Marie-Bernard Alima, who as the first women General 

Secretary of the Catholic Church in DRC’s Episcopal Commission for Justice and Peace helped 

push Church programs to provide psycho-social support for the many victims of SGBV (as well as 

programs seeking to prevent it and to transform the culture of impunity).  An accusation I often 

hear from many in the women’s peacebuilding sector is that religious institutions have not done 

enough to combat violence against women, including rape and sex slavery in warfare, human 

trafficking, and domestic violence that often spikes when soldiers come home.   Certainly, 

however, women-of-faith have sought to push this issue more to the center of religious peace 

and justice-building priorities.   
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4. Mediation:   Though less often, there are examples of women-of-faith serving as direct 

intermediaries between parties in conflict or between local communities and armed actors.  

They are able to approach these actors in part because they are not seen as a threat.  This is 

particularly true with respect to local mediation to create zones of security/protection, which I 

have seen take place in Colombia.  There are also examples of this in No. Uganda.   

 

Women of faith are also heavily involved in activities that might traditionally be ascribed to the 

development sector, but which play a role in strategic peacebuilding:  education, public health, and 

humanitarian relief, for example.  

Despite all this great work they are involved in, it often remains invisible.  This has very real 

implications for their work.  Women-of-faith have a hard time receiving necessary funding, engagement, 

training, and resources.  However, I must acknowledge that some women in our initiative have insisted 

that invisibility can be a useful tool for pushing forward radical changes -- a “strategic invisibility” that 

allows them to operate under-the-radar of armed actors and religious gatekeepers who would 

otherwise try to shut down their work, or make those with whom they work vulnerable to retribution.   

Because they are invisible, they insist, they can get more done.   

 Women who choose to advance their peace efforts through religious institutions will 

acknowledge that it’s not always easy.   Many inevitably run up against religious law, authorities, or 

teachings that constrain their work, i.e. patriarchal roadblocks.   In response to this, women-of-faith 

peacebuilders across various religious traditions frequently draw from theological and textual sources 

within their traditions to defend their agency to others, and to empower themselves.   So, in addition to 

pulling from the teachings, practices, and stories in their traditions that support and inspire peace work, 

women simultaneously mine traditions for material that affirms their experiences in wartime and 

empowers them, specifically as women, to assume active social and political roles.   Example:  I was in a 

workshop in Colombia with women peacebuilders a couple years back and they repeatedly made 

reference to women in Biblical stories who either served as leaders in their communities (Esther and 

Vashti standing up to men’s violence, early Christian women leaders like Priscilla) or who were victims of 

men’s violence and war (consider the many victims of rape in the Bible).  Their efforts to uncover or 

highlight religious support for their active participation (and to understand how particular historical 

interpretation, often by men, has resulted in masking these traditional sources affirming women) is used 

both to inspire them as individuals, to challenge gender-oppressive religious claims that would limit 

their work (by clerical authorities as well as husbands, relatives, etc.), and to provide theological 
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grounding to their effort to transform structural gender inequalities – both within and outside religious 

institutions.  I should note that these references are made not just to challenge gender oppressive 

voices within religious traditions, but also to defend their faith against secular actors or those from 

other traditions who would dismiss their religion as inherently anti-women.    

 Now, let me return to the issue of women-of-faith’s invisibility for a moment.  I’ve noted the 

problems of women’s invisibility in religious peacebuilding, and linked it to a wider phenomenon of 

women’s marginalization from peacemaking, which UNSR 1325 has sought to correct.  1325 came about 

as a result of the advocacy work of an emerging field of women’s peacebuilding that has, since the 

passage of 1325, continued to grow and strengthen.    This field, however, hasn’t tended to engage 

religious actors and organizations in its work.  The result is that women-of-faith face a double 

marginalization – they are not mainstreamed into religious peacebuliding activities nor efforts to 

enhance women’s peacebuilding.  This propels a growing divide between secular and religious women 

around the world.  There is a lot that feeds this mutual suspicion, but it often comes down to rather 

extreme views, on the one side, of religious authority that is irrevocably oppressive or insensitive toward 

women and on the other, Western feminist agendas that are irrevocably anti-religion.  This alienates 

many women-of-faith who fall in the middle of this divide, and feel forced to choose between their 

religion and women’s rights – a false choice, to be sure.  There are a growing number of initiatives that 

seek to bridge these divides – and some show promise.   

But this underscores how women-of-faith’s invisibility and marginalization have very real 

implications for peacebuilding.   As NGOs and governments increasingly engage religious actors, they 

tend to be male clerics who affirm particular religious interpretations, commitments, and priorities in 

their work for peace.   As NGOs and governments increasingly pull women into peace work, women 

representing secular organizations and priorities are privileged.   One has to ask, whose peace are these 

outside actors supporting?  Are they reinforcing systems that privilege men at the expense of women?  

Are they reinforcing systems that privilege secular feminists at the expense of religious women?   I 

believe these are vital questions.   

 I’ve thrown a lot out here, but I want to bring it back to all of you, and how this might apply.  

For one, I know that VTS encourages interfaith, particularly Christian/Muslim engagement.   I urge all of 

you to bear in mind gendered dynamics of these interactions.   Ensure that women are centrally 

involved in these interactions – not just invited into a process designed by men, but in shaping the 

agenda.  This may not be as much of a challenge here in the states, or for the American Episcopal Church 
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where women play senior leadership roles, but it will be more challenging in many environments  

overseas, where women are not recognized as traditional religious authorities in either tradition.  You 

may run up against resistance or just have a hard time identifying appropriate women.   You’ll have to 

approach efforts to ensure women’s participation with compassion, commitment, and sensitivity.  But it 

is important to make this extra effort… not just through creating additional, separate initiatives for 

women to engage one another, but through including women in the primary initiatives.       

 Secondly, for those of you involved in peace efforts, I encourage you to listen to women in 

conflict zones and seek to understand their priorities and concerns.  Take the extra effort to ensure that 

faith-based efforts to build peace and justice incorporate men’s and women’s concerns, which we know 

are different in wartime because their experiences in war are different.  Push for women to be included 

in peace processes and political negotiations on restructuring following conflict, and articulate this as a 

matter of religious principle.    

 For the women and men involved in efforts to empower women and secure women’s rights 

around the world, reach out to secular organizations.  The gulf between these two movements must be 

broached; they cannot afford to operate in silos.  There will be sensitive issues as these two worlds work 

together; they will not always see eye-to-eye.  But there is a lot to be gained from greater cooperation -- 

namely broader coalitions that can have greater impact, and there is a lot to be lost in the growing 

divides between secular and religious women and movements.    

 

 Thank you again for inviting me to be with you today.   

 


